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Dedication Page
Dedicated lovingly to each and all of my dear much
loved sisters and brothers--who are now very wide
awake to the fact they are the new breed of fully
committed goddesses and gods--who came here at
End Times...to help usher in our so imminent and final
Golden Age on Earth.
Thanks for being here....
Bless your heart.
Bless us all....
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Introduction by Author
You and I are on the very brink of the very most
exiting and self-fulfilling times on Earth. More and
more of us are awakening to the understanding that
we are not our body--or our ego mind...or what we
hold as our own thoughts and feelings.
All of these mortal perceptions must and do pass
on. Nothing physical remains forever. The body we
have formulated through our own unique thoughts
and feelings has served us well...but we now know we
are not this garment we wear. The real "I Am" self
identity we are expressed through our spirit and
conscious individual soul awareness is eternal. You
and I have learned that we are genuine extensions or
fragments of the One Creator Source of All That Is.
The precious gift of self-aware life and self-aware
free will choice and co-creativity--of whatever dream
we wish to dream or manifest--has no end. Your life
and my life is forever!
What God Creator Source of our being has given
to us...no mere mortal can take away. Yes, indeed.
With orders from "God Source on High" we each and
all are here to co-create Heaven on Earth....This is a
priceless gift and truly an aware state of
consciousness worth celebrating greatly!
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Let's have fun while we manifest a dream and a
joy of life that is exquisitely all--or more than all--of
what we could dream could be possible. So now then-let us begin.
Russ Michael
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Chapter 1
Understanding and Utilizing
Laws of Creation

If you look around at the life being lived by most
others--and this surely includes your own life...all--or
most of all--we experience in our daily life seems
beyond our own creative control. This is because the
Laws of Creation function at all time and in all places
and nothing happens in your life--or my life--by
seeming accident. The Law makes certain that each
and every iota or fragment of dream 3-D substance in
your world--or my world--is a perfect reflection of what
we have personally co-created.
This means the Law never fails to serve God
Creator...the Whole, or yourself--or myself--goddess
or god co-creator...the Part.
There is nothing you cannot be, do or have....
When you and I understand and utilize the Law,
nothing is impossible to us....However, until we do
understand and make daily use of Universal law most
of what we experience in our personal world is cocreated by default. This means even though our
parents--mentors or teachers at any level of our lives-failed to teach us--or to be living examples of an
understanding of the Law--the Law never fails to cocreate the thoughts and feelings we give our attention
to...
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In that light...it certainly does behoove each and
all of us--to "above all things gain understanding"--as
admonished so strongly by that adept master teacher,
Jesus over 2000 years ago.
Let's do it!
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Chapter 2
The Personal Creative Power You Possess
It is highly important that you understand who
you are and what you are.
Without coming from this understanding
perspective you cannot utilize the unlimited power
that you hold within you. You hold a vast power that is
ready and able--literally--right at your fingertips. If you
have not yet stopped circling around and around
through the same, repetitive cycles--over and over
and over again--without stopping a brief moment to
ask yourself the following vital questions, maybe this
is the perfect moment to pause and to do it....
Are you ready?
Who am I? What am I? Why am I alive in a
human body? Where have I came from? Why am I
here embodied in a human form on Earth--instead of
on Venus or Mars, or some other planet in this solar
system--or born on another planet in another close or
far distant solar system? Where is the fun of life?
Where is the joy of creativity or self-fulfillment? Where
is my self understanding?Where is the knowledge and
the power I seek and need to control my body, my
thoughts, my feelings...and the environment in which I
abide? Why can't I be as successful, as rich, as
famous, or as greatly honored and respected by all as
so many others I see? Where is the love of my life?
What is All That Is--that I see and sense--all around
and within me?
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The answers to each and all of these questions
begins with the understanding, the knowledge--and
the acceptance--that there is only One Almighty
Creator that keeps all of its Creation in perfect order.
Whether you call This One Creator your God-Krishna, Jehovah, Allah, Jesus, Buddha, The Holy
Spirit--or any other name--does not matter in the
slightest. The Law is: the Lesser cannot alter the
Greater. The Source is the Source is the Source. A
rose is a rose is a rose.
Regardless of your religious beliefs or personal
convictions, the One Source is the One Source, the
One Source of All That Is. That includes myself and
yourself. You are, by this immutable "Law of One" an
extension or expansion of this One Almighty Source
of All That Is.
Now if you will allow your mind to see and grasp
the fact that our One Creator Source--by an act of
will--simultaneously divided and multiplied itself into a
Trinity.
The ONE SOURCE, gave rise--out of its own
Oneness, to a crystal conscious birthing of an Outer
Self, an Inner Self, and an ever present presiding
Original Over-Source-Self. Thus the (3) Mother, (2)
Son/Daughter, and (1) Father...the three primary
aspects of The Holy Trinity known by various names
in each major religion of the world today....sprang
forth into existence.
Whether you know and call this Holy Trinity,
Father, Son and Holy Spirit--or whatever name
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assigned to this UNDERSTANDING revelation and
teaching by any of the founders of the major world
religions known today--does not matter.
What you must understand now is that when the
One Creator Source gave rise--or birth--to the
goddess or god--that is yourself or myself--that exact
same process of creation occurred. This means, what
all major religions know and have stated, you and I
are MADE IN THE IMAGE of our own One Creator
Source....
A grasp of hologram principles would help you to
further understand this principle. Any fragment broken
off from the original hologram holds the entire image
contained and held in the original image.
Your starting point is to know that you personally
are a sacred "I Am" holy trinity self-extension of the
One Creator Source, even now as a divinely
embodied human co-creator on Earth. You are a
powerful expression of a trinity of SPIRIT, SOUL and
BODY.
Ponder this thought, long and deeply, if
necessary. It means you--a goddess or a god--are a
direct extension or expansion of the One Creator
Source. It means once you have this
UNDERSTANDING, you will begin to treat the Sacred
Trinity that you are, that comprises your own "Mighty I
Am Presence" on Earth... with all of the honor and
respect due to Who and What you are....
It is what Plato did, what Leonardo da Vinci did,
what Jesus of Nazareth did, what Buddha did, what
12

Mohammad did, what Krishna did, what Tesla did,
what Picasso did, and what most of the truly honored
men and women in history--or living on Earth today-did, have done, or are doing.
This understanding is the secret, the primary
thrust, to co-creating your own sweet Heaven on
Earth. With knowledge of who you are and where you
came from--and your direct connection to all of the
knowledge and power of All That Is-- there is nothing
you cannot BE, DO or HAVE....

THE SECRET SCIENCE OF WHITE MAGIC
"... An even greater paradox: Both white magician and
black magician use the exact same laws of nature to
accomplish their objectives...but only up to a certain
point. The reason is simple enough. Pure energy can
be used for good or bad. It contains no black or white
qualities within itself.... The time finally arrives when
the white magician forges ahead--transcending 3-D
laws, gaining wisdom and power--while the black
magician is damned by his own nature to remain
confined within the lower threefold spectrum of earthly
existence. The white magician gains deep insight and
mastery over the intuitive plane. Her or his power now
becomes profoundly greater than the black
magician's. The black sorcerer has severed himself
from his soul and has no means whereby he can tap
13

energy higher than the lower mental plane. He
remains limited to life and substance at physical,
emotional and lower mental levels. These three
planes of consciousness act literally as a confining
barrier to the black magician. He must remain within
this reduced spectrum of reference until the form of
which he is a part--in this case our planet Earth-Ascends or disintegrates. At that time he is reduced
back to primal nothingness... lost in the dark night of
time...."
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Excerpt from The Secret Science of White Magic
By Russ Michael
Note from reader:
Just finished "The White Brotherhood" and almost
finished with "Meditation." Must say I am thoroughly
enjoying each of them. Send me catalog of all your
books, tapes, etc....put my name on your mailing list
for other items...I would like to know more about you
and your work.
NOTE: Obtain order info for this book at:
RussMichaelEbooks@gmail.com
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Chapter 3
The ASK And You Are Given Principle
Think this through. There would be no purpose in
the One Creator Source to give you free will--to
personally make co-creative choices--and then to
stand back in judgment of what you created.....
You are an extension of that One Creator
Source....would the One Creator Source judge itself?
It is an outrage when a religion or a misinformed
teacher of that religion asserts that Creator God
stands in judgment of what you do. By Law Creator
God never judges you and you are never to judge
another God Creator fragment. Haven't we all been
reminded of that over and over again?
You are a co-creator of whatever you desire to
co-create on this Earth. There are no exceptions to
this Law.
Thus, your job is very simple. You only need to
ASK, which means you desire or want it. It means you
yearn or long for something to BE, DO, or
HAVE...and by Law, what you ASK for is granted at
that very exact same instant.
Fortunately, a wise Creator God created a buffer
between instant manifestation in our 3-D reality called
TIME. Otherwise, like a child who does not know
better, your childish rage against another would kill
that person on the spot. TIME acts as a safety
shield...and only those who understand the Law and
utilize that understanding are able to have what may
16

be an instant manifestation, or unusually immediate
manifestations of whatever they truly desire....
In short, for now you only need to understand--by
Law--you always receive what you ASK for. If you do
not SEE it manifesting before you, simply know it is
being "held in eternal reserve" like money in a bank....
When you have released any opposing vibratory
thoughts, feelings or beliefs--you hold in opposition to
what you are asking for--your desire will manifest at a
perfect time.
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Chapter 4
There is More Than Enough For Everyone
Unfortunately due to a total imbalance of the
possession and tyrannical control and use of the
massive daily abundance Mother earth provides to
humanity worldwide it appears that there is not
enough for everyone. As a society, we have bought
into the "struggle and work" ethic. We have
intentionally been taught that we have to fight our
neighbors or our brothers and sisters on Earth for the
bare survival essentials of shelter, food, water and a
surmised eager share of a much limited abundance
available to each and all of us.
Fortunately, by Law, there is more than enough--of
whatever--that can be manifested or co-creatively
materialized on Earth available to each and all of us
without exception.
Your job is to ASK for what you want or feel you
need, without falsely thinking or feeling you can
possibly deprive another by manifesting what you
choose to co-create in your world, for your self and
your family of loved ones. Know beyond a doubt that
each and all of us can at will tap--or harness the
power of the Universe--for whatever co-creative use
we choose. It is impossible to deprive
others...because you choose to materialize
thousands, millions, or trillions of dollars or euros, etc.
while others do not. The Law is that you choose what
you choose and they choose what they choose. The
choice of one cannot limit the choice of another. Is
that understood?
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The Law is clear and unfailing, there are no limits-except your own imagination--to what you can
desire to BE, DO or HAVE. Without
exception, because of your own wise understanding-or not understanding--the Law: never fails.
Life is not static. What is now must and will change.
No one is stuck forever in one spot...or at one level of
existence. Wherever we abide, we get what we give,
and we lose what we hold...without exception.
There is no limit to what you can ASK for and no
limit to what you can give. Hold that thought and plan
to live by--and fruitfully through--that
understanding....
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Chapter 5
What Is the Law of Attraction
Think of the Law of Attraction as an
all wise powerful personal Universal Genie. This
highly sensitive Law is serving us personally--at each
moment--and is at your and my instant command.
The Law of Attraction never makes a
mistake. This then is why there are no
accidents. When we understand and use this ever
present--ever immutable Law of Creation--we cannot
fail to draw what we desire to us.
The Law of Attraction draws what you focus your
attention upon to you.
The Law of Attraction does not judge your
motives it simply and accurately delivers a full
measure of what you feed your attention upon....
The Law of Attraction never stops.
The Law of Attraction never fails.
I assure you--take or make the time to
understand and use the revelatory info in the following
chapter 6, of Why the Law of Attraction Works--and
there is nothing you cannot be, do or have....
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THE SECRET DOCTRINE OF THE ANCIENT
MYSTERIES
"... Where have the secret doctrines of the ANCIENT
MYSTERIES come from? Who formulated them, into
this immutable, unchangeable set of laws governing
every aspect of life in form? Countless human souls
gave their entire lifetimes to a constant quest after
truth! These persistent seekers became Adepts and
Masters of Wisdom...as they relentlessly pursued,
found, and utilized truth. These now consciously
sacred Holy Men and Holy Women pioneered the
Science of Life eons ago.
"... The ancient doctrines comprising the long held
secret MYSTERIES were formulated far back in the
distant night of time, long, long before our tiny planet
Earth came into existence. The knowledge about
these immovable laws of life and nature were handed
up by spoken word from generation to generation-from planet to planet, from sun to sun--until all the
Sons of the Suns of the Suns in the heavens--and
sentient humanoids upon the countless planetary
bodies like our earth--are today able to discover the
secret...or He or She--in their midst--who hold
the keys to the Kingdom....
Excerpt from The Secret Doctrine of The
Ancient MYSTERIES
by Russ Michael
Workshop attendant wrote:
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A huge thank you for a super terrific training
conference. The quality of the training...was the most
outstanding of any conference or seminar I've ever
attended.
Doors are opening for me on subtle levels...as I
examine my current belief systems and see the effect
they have been having on me. It's a very interesting
time.
NOTE: Obtain order info for this book at:
RussMichaelEbooks@gmail.com
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Chapter 6
Why the Law of Attraction Works
The Law of Attraction is that aspect within all
Creation that constantly seeks for a state of balance.
Without it there would not be the perfect state of order
observable in all Creation. Instead of orderly
progression of Galactic, Solar, Planetary, Human or
Cosmic events if the Law of Attraction was not always
present and at work throughout all Creation--at all
time--there would be a colossal state of chaos all
around us. No Universe or life forms could continue
to exist in such a chaotic state of imbalance.
This is why the Law of Attraction--working from
the overview of all Creation--can be at work wherever
needed at the exact right moment. Without this Law
the expansion and extension of this Universe would
not be possible. Creation and co-creation depends
on the Law of Attraction to keep adding new dreams,
for without dreams we perish....
We now come to a possible vital quantum jump in
your understanding. The Universe we live in can only
be added to. The Law of Attraction makes certain of
this. Keep it simple and you will understand why it is
so....
You always get what you give, or you become
what you give your attention to is why the Law of
Attraction works.
If you have a negative thought simply drop it and
move on to a better feeling thought. You have a time
23

lag so your vibration is not going to drop down IF you
make a switch to a higher vibratory feeling as soon as
you recognize an unwanted thought and discard
it. Thoughts come and go. No big deal...since the
average person is estimated to have as many as
50,000 different thoughts in each 24-hour day....
What counts is what you hold or focus your
thoughts upon. What you invite into your head and
your heart is what you get in your personal world.
Love breeds loving events in our lives. Fear breeds
fearful things in our lives.
One final point, you cannot ignorantly be against-anti something--and thus get rid of it. When you focus
on what you are against you give it more life and
more power in your world. Your intent may be good,
but your knowledge of how The Law of Attraction
works is lacking....
When you instead focus wisely on what you
desire, you give it life and more power and presence
in your world. All wise mentors teach you to focus on
the solution...not on the problem. They understand
the Law, as now perhaps you do...you always receive
more of what you keep your attention upon. Focus on
poverty and lack of money to pay bills or to buy bare
life survival needs and the Law of Attraction can only
bring you more lack until you wake up and switch your
focus to thoughts of abundance instead.
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Chapter 7
How The law of Attraction Works

Perhaps one of the finest ways to describe
"how" the Law of Attraction works is presented by
God Creator Source directly in one of the daily
"Heavenletters"--daily communications that God
Creator's steadfast scribe--Glorida Wendroff--has
received every day for the past 2,170 + days...
Therefore, with her permission, I include this
one in this booklet. I also faithfully include one of
these terrific Heavenletters in my "Michael Worldwide
Newsletter" that goes out to thousands of subscribers
worldwide daily. After reading this one, you may wish
to subscribe directly with Gloria to receive her daily
Heavenletter, and if so--see the directions below of
how you may do that...
Heavenletters™, bringing earth closer to
Heaven.
God is always bringing us closer to Him
HEAVEN #2361 The God Bank, 13 May 2007
God said:
It is like there is a God Bank. Everyone has an
account in good standing. Actually, We could say that
you have an x number of accounts, all good in the
God Bank. We could say you have seven accounts.
We could also say you have an infinite number. We
could call these accounts levels of consciousness.
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We could call them many things. Regardless, all you
have to do is to walk in, and you will be greeted, and
you will have easy access to your accounts. You will
not have to register. You don't need a password. You
will not even have to sign in. You will be greeted, and
you will have a great smile on your face. No forms to
fill out. No security to go through. Easy access. Open
door policy. No revolving doors. No need to take a
deep breath before you enter.
You may be timid about coming to the Great God
Bank. You may think you are not stylishly dressed
enough. You may think the marbled halls are for
others but not for you. And, yet, you have been
invited, beloveds. In fact, you are sent invitations
daily, even oftener than that. You just aren't sure what
you did with the invitation, or you forgot you had it,
forgot to bring it and felt you'd better go back and get
it, even though that's not necessary. Maybe you
received your invitations and hadn't opened them yet.
They're piled up on your desk or kitchen counter. And,
oh, yes, you were busy with other things that pushed
their way in.
Or perhaps you do recollect all the invitations, but you
filed them. You want to do it right, perfectly, and you
are waiting for a better time before you walk in.
Perhaps you are waiting for a lightning bolt from the
sky to come down and get you.
The God Bank is a come as you are affair. There is
no distinction made at this bank. It is for all. It is a
common bank for all. There is no check list of
requirements. That's what you have to understand.
There is nothing you have to wait for to gain entrance.
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I have been waiting for you. Calmly, of course. I do
not tap My foot nor look at My watch. I simply call to
you to come join Me, to come and make yourself at
home in the palace of My love. There is nothing to it,
beloveds. Come now.
The God Bank is open around the clock. Of course,
there is always the ATM, but I am speaking of
courteous service at the God Bank proper. There are
no lines to wait in, You are always first. Certainly,
there is no last.
Beloveds, you are an owner of this bank. You have an
unlimited credit card in your pocket, You are never
charged interest. There are no fines, no penalties.
There is free exchange here. Love is love, and it is for
all. And there is no limit. There is no top, no cut off.
Fresh love here. Fresh every day, and it never gets
stale. It is all love for the asking. Come in. Reach your
hands into the coffers and take all you want. Give to
the poor, and there will be no poor. When all are rich,
neither rich nor poor will be known. Only love will be
known. Love is not a commodity at the God Bank. It is
simply the medium of exchange. It is not printed nor
minted. It is not rubber-stamped. It is all original, and
it comes from the Source of Almighty Love.
Gloria Wendroff, Overseer
The Godwriting™ International Society of Heaven
Ministries
703 E. Burlington Avenue, Fairfield, IA 52556
Visit www.heavenletters.org Subscribe to
Heavenletters by the hat! Although Heavenletters are
copyrighted, you are invited to share them, send them
to friends, add to your newsletter, use as a signature,
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make bumper stickers, skywrite with them – whatever
you like, and please include the Source!
www.heavenletters.org. And, of course, do not charge
for them!
We love to have new readers come
to HeavenLetters through you.
END OF HEAVENLETTER
The beautiful metaphors expressed through
Gloria Wendroff certainly express clearly how the Law
of Attraction works. The Law of Attraction is like an
ultra, all-knowing personal banker that knows exactly
what you have deposited into your own unique bank
account of life. The Law of Attraction stands ready--at
any instant--to give you exactly what you ASK to be
drawn from your limitless reservoir being held
securely in your life bank. Now let's seek to
understand more clearly when you receive what you
withdraw from the infinite resources you have stored
"in escrow" in your personal life bank.
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Chapter 8
When The Law of Attraction Works
The Law of Attraction knows exactly what and
when you are making any of your deposits or
withdrawals from the infinite Universal Pool...or All
That Is. You give an instant signal to the Law of
Attraction to "go to work"--for you--the moment you
place your personal attention upon any subject or
object in Creation.
What you give your attention to becomes by
Law your co-creative contribution to the extension and
expansion of the Universe. Your active co-creation
starts at the moment you give your precious personal
attention to anything or to anyone.
When you think about anything your thought is
like writing a check to deposit into your personal life
bank. You are "buying" what you give your attention
to. Fortunately, thanks to the time lag buffer you have
free choice to change your thought and thus withdraw
your attention from what you realize you do not want
before it manifests.
These daily choices you make, moment to
moment determines when the Law of Attraction goes
to work to add or deduct to your account. It accepts
and processes whatever checks--on whatever you
wish to deposit or whatever you wish to withdraw--in
that exact amount--in that precise moment when your
attention is decisively added--or withdrawn--from any
subject or object.
29

FINDING YOUR SOULMATE
"... In this end times age the conscious urge of soulmates to yearn and search ceaselessly for their
beloved counterparts grows daily. Memories from the
ancient past return to hold their enticing image before
us. Somewhere in the distant night of time, one
special someone meant more to our soul than any
other. This wondrous remembrance lifts our hearts
and turns our minds' gaze toward this one brilliant star
rising in the future heavens. Where, oh where, is our
soul-mate!"
"...When you find that particular ideal who meets the
high standards of your own soul, then you will find
and know your own soul-mate. The two are one.
Every soul-mate who comes into our life is there
because he or she has responded to the timely
invocation of our own soul. When we ask with firm
conviction and unswerving faith, then we shall be
given our desire. It is an occult law, that every
invocation must be met by an evocation. Every time
we lift our earthly matters up, we bring our spiritual
substance into worldly being. The God within us
becomes a living reality outside of us. Your ideal
does exist! May he or she unfold rapidly within your
present field of awareness ..."
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Excerpt from Finding Your Soulmate
By Russ Michael
Reader wrote:
Thank you for autographing my copy of "Finding
Your Soul-Mate" ....the book was fascinating.
My days....were filled with enlightenment. Your
lecture and books added tremendously to such. I
bought two books then and want to order 3 more.

NOTE: Obtain order info for this book at:
RussMichaelEbooks@gmail.com
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Chapter 9
There is Nothing You Cannot BE,
DO or HAVE
You must understand that literally nothing is
impossible for you to be, do or have...as long as you
keep moving and correcting your course toward the
goal you desire.
You can be told by your doctors--or your health
specialists--that you cannot live beyond a certain
number of years, months--or even days--because of a
deadly cancer or some other deadly condition. You
can be flat broke and--to all outer appearances--you
feel you can never find or know a joyful state of great
abundance. You may have been lonely and without
the comfort of someone to love...for years without
end. Nevertheless only your own powerful inner
goddess or god self being holds the keys to your
destiny. You are not at the mercy of any outer world
appearances or specialists with strings of degrees
sounding a gloom and doom alarm.
Moment by moment, hour by hour, day by day, as
long as you are alive and consciously aware of being
embodied upon Earth you can change any seeming
impossible situation to a personal triumph that no one
can deny. I have done it, others have done it and you
can do it....
There is nothing you cannot be, do or have. You
can reverse the seeming most deadly illness. You
can move out of abject poverty into a state of
immense riches. You can attract a terrific special
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lover, or a soulmate, even your Twin Ray if you
choose.
Besides my best-seller, Finding Your Soulmate,
still selling in 12 languages, I have written over 20
published self-help books and I invite you to obtain
and read them all....I have received thousands of
letters of gratitude. A few days ago I received this
email from someone who obtained and read my 360
page autobiography. She had this to say....
Autobiography of An IMMORTAL
Carolyn Tester wrote
I don't think I have ever enjoyed reading
anything as I am now doing with your
autobiography. I'm now beginning to read slower
and slower...as the end of it gets nearer...a habit
I've acquired when in a GOOD read.
Love to you and yours,
Carolyn Tester
NOTE: Contact this author, Russ Michael, at:
russmichaelebooks@gmail.com
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